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Presidents Message
				06-2011
Thank you for your votes of confidence, although in retrospect,
I do not know whether to consider this a landslide victory or simply a one-horse race.
In either case, I shall endeavor to listen to the membership, and
act with impartiality, fairness and reason. This will, of course, be
predicated on giving special weight to those who actively participate and contribute selflessly.
For the remainder, spread far and wide, thank you to those who
contribute monetarily. It is our primary objective to support our
breed, and these funds are invaluable. Along with the Board, we
shall continue.
Very soon, you will be asked to cast your vote for a very
important change to our by-laws. I urge you to support the measure to make our ‘Board meetings’ ‘Regular Club meetings’. This
change gives a more meaningful democratic process to our Club.
We remain a social club and as such, all members should feel
invited to attend. Take the time to write down the date of our next
meeting (September 17th, 2011, Vallejo) or any of a number of
wolfhound activities to get reacquainted.
Pull up a chair,
we look forward
to seeing you,
Jonathan L Giles
President
NCIWC
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NCIWC Annual General Meeting Minutes
June 25, 2011 @ Cattlemen’s Restaurant – Dixon, CA
President Jackie Barnett called the meeting to order at 1:05 pm.
Board Members Present : J. Barnett, C. Jones, J. Schluter, K. Correia, J. Giles, J.
Williams, J. Souza Apologies: H. Colby, C. Thompson
Members Present: G. Barnett, S. Nelson, L. & K. Adair, S. Bignault, A. Schluter,
T. & I. Bourdon, J. Primeau, C. & D. DaRosa, K. & C. Gabriel, L. Giles, L.
Souza, R. & T. Burchett, C. Henning, K. Bowler, M. & M. Walsh, L. Finucane ,
M. Thompson, L. Park
Previous Minutes: M/S J.Schluter/J. Williams to accept previous minutes without amendment. Passed.
President’s Report: (J. Barnett) This is Jackie’s last meeting as President. The
Ballot Committee will count the votes during the meeting and results will be announced when available. No other report.
Secretary’s Report: (C. Thompson) One piece of correspondence, a Thank You
to the Board from Joyce Childs/Mark Morgan. No other items.
Treasurer’s Report: (J. Schluter) The treasurer reported as of June 25, 2011
a total of $17,270.81 in the Club accounts. Total income for the current period
was $4311.11 and expenses were $3586.69. Treasurer reports that the income is
especially high due to the influx of dues pmts. from members. M/S C. Jones/ J.
Souza to accept the Treasurer’s Report as submitted. Passed.
2011 SpecialtyShow Chair: Apologies from Chair. M. Sharkey who was not able to be present.
A written report from the Chair was read in by J. Schluter. The Premium List
has been submitted to MB-F along with an updated mailing list. Please note
the early closing date of September 28th. Mary asks that we please enter early
and often. All Catalog ads are due in to Linda Souza no later than September
1. No exceptions. Karen LoPresti and Richard Boulanger have kindly agreed
to provide a delicious repast of snacks for our Post-Show Gathering and Judges
Remarks. Regarding the Agenda item about 2014 Judges, Mary notes that we
also need to nominate and elect Sweeps Judges for 2013. Our 2013 Conformation Judge is Per Lundstrom, but we have not as yet nominated a Sweeps panel
for a vote.
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Trophies: Jim Williams reports that all of the Pewter items for this year have
been purchased at a cost of approx. $1000 and are in his possession. In addition
to the large Rosettes offered for this years Specialty by private donors, the Judge
is donating 2 sashes. Jim will contact Belle McCluskey to order a 3rd sash. Jim
is also waiting for bids from 3 different ribbon suppliers. Jim will update us
when that process is completed.
Boutique: Cecelia DaRosa reports that we will have some new items for this
year including jackets which are waterproof instead of water-resistant. The Boutique is now carrying Dogma Pet Beds from St. Vincent DePaul Society of Lane
County, OR. The beds are eco-friendly, made from recycled mattress material
and stuffed with ecofiber. Replacement covers are available and these will also
fit the round Costco beds. Due to space constraints, The Boutique will only be
able to have a limited supply at the Specialty. If you are interested these great
beds, please contact Megan Thompson @ (415) 640-8297 or e-mail twende@
me.com .
Specialty Lure Coursing: Robin Burchett reports that the Specialty Lure is set
to be held Thursday Oct. 20th at Robertson Park in Livermore. The Rhodesian
Ridgeback people are participating and have donated $100 toward the expenses.
The Judge will be Kathy Kelly. Robin also reports that the park is very nice, and
has a restroom facility.
Field and Grounds: No Report.
Committees:
Activities: Apologies from Chair. Frank Christian who was not able to be
present. A written report was submitted and read in by L. Park. The Emigrant
Wilderness Backpacking date was changed to July 23-July 31, 2011. Please note
the date change. Chris Thompson is organizing the Grass Valley Celtic Faire
Club participation and will have a flyer out soon. The Green Island Lake backpacking trip will be on Labor Day Weekend and Frank will have more information available soon. Lori Finucane gave a brief report on the Lake Almanor trip.
A great time was had by all in spite of inclement weather. Activities included
hiking and outdoor movies. Many Thanks to Frank for organizing the trip. In
his written report, Frank asked for a discussion of the venue for the Christmas/
Holiday Party. The Souza’s have once again generously offered to host the party
in conjunction with the Gathering of the Cu. This is IWAWC’s year to host The
Cu. L. Park will contact Pat Cobb regarding the arrangements/date/judge for the
Cu and report to the Board. Tentative date will be the first Saturday in December.
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Bugle: Robin Burchett reports that the next issue of The Bugle will be out at the
end of July. She is requesting photos of wolfhounds in their natural environment/habitat for addition to the Bugle.
Legislation / Historian: No report. Carol Jones has asked to be replaced as
Legislative Liaison. Kathy Bowler has kindly offered to accept the position.
Her offer was unanimously accepted. Carol Jones will remain as Historian.
NCIWC & IWAWC Lure Coursing: Robin Burchett reports that NCIWC and
IWAWC will once again have a weekend of Lure Coursing at Oakley in 2012
with NCIWC on Saturday and IWAWC on Sunday. More details/dates to follow.
Robin would also like to try to get NCIWC certified to hold AKC Sanctioned
Coursing. It will involve holding a practice trial. This could be a possible fundraising opportunity for the Club and as much as $1000 can be made sponsoring a
coursing weekend. Robin will gather more details on this.
Open Field: Apologies from Rep. Chris Thompson who was not able to be
present. Megan Thompson reports that Chris is hoping to step down as Field
Coursing Rep. A person with some knowledge of and previous participation in
Open Field is needed. The duties include walking the field, meeting with other
participants and knowledge of rules, etc. Megan says that there will be a season
this year, last years was somewhat abbreviated due to poor weather and puppies.
Anyone willing to learn the Rep. job, please contact Chris Thompson. truebrit@
napanet.net .
Website: Apologies from Website Admin. Frank Christian who was not able
to be present. A written report was submitted by Frank and read in by L. Park.
Frank reports that the Website is down and offered several alternatives for getting it up and running. We currently have a temporary page online which can be
found at nciwc.com and nciwc.org. We have been unable to obtain the .us domain and the website material previously available there has been lost. Megan
Thompson was able to procure the .com domain and ownership will be transferred to the Club. It has been purchased for a 9 year period. Coral Henning
volunteered to assist in setting up a new Club website using Wordpress (a free
and easy to use platform) and also getting us onto other Social Media websites
such as Facebook. She is well versed in this area from her work with other
non-profit orgs. She will also ensure that anything the Club has online will be
covered by Ad Blocker software. The following motion was M/S by J. Schluter
/J.Williams –
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Coral Henning and Frank Christian will work together to set-up the Club
Website using Wordpress. In addition to the Website, a Facebook page will be
created and we will explore other social networking sites. The Board will be
regularly apprised of progress made. Ad Blocker software will be added to any/
all Club internet pages. The cost of this is not to exceed $200 without further
Board approval. All information on the Club Website will be backed up on a
regular basis. Motion passed unopposed.
Blogspot: No Report.
Constitution and Bylaws: Jonathan Giles reports that AKC requires a vote of
the full membership to change the by-Laws. Once passed, the changes go into
effect immediately. However due to budget cuts at AKC, their Legal Dept. will
not be able to check the by-laws or amendments for compliance. If at some
point they are able to do so and we are NOT in compliance, the by-laws will
have to be changed. We are going to move forward and Robin Burchett will
include the proposed changes in the next Bugle.
Policy: No report.
Election of New Members: Membership Chair Robin Burchett had applications
from 2 new members. Lon and Lynn Records, and Sandra “Sam” Bignault. Both
unanimously voted into Membership. Welcome!
Board Election Results: President – Jonathan Giles
Vice-President – Jim Williams
Secretary – Lynne Park
Treasurer – Jane Schluter
Board of Directors –
Jackie Barnett
Carol Jones
Peggie Molloy
Continuing on the Board –
Janet Souza
Heather Colby
Congratulations to our new 2011-2012 Officers and Board Members!
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Old Business:
LGRA Event/Practice Session: Ken Gabriel reports that we are having trouble
moving forward with a LGRA practice due to the lack of a large enough venue.
He is in contact with Solano JC and they may be willing to let us use their field.
He will have more to report on this at the next meeting. Alan and Jane Schluter
have offered to have a practice run/BBQ at their home, either in the fall or possibly next spring when the weather is cooler. The length of the course will be
shorter than the LGRA requirements but it will give those who are interested a
chance to get a feel for the straight line racing and also be a nice social event.
More details to come. Thanks Alan and Jane.
501c3 Proposal: No report.
New Business:
NCIWC Specialty 2012: A NEW CHAIRPERSON is needed. No one has volunteered but Jane Schluter stated that Joan Trifeletti had expressed some interest
and Jane will contact her.
NCIWC Specialty 2014: Judge nominations are required. Janet Souza stated
that Judges are set through 2013 and we are now going to proceed one year at a
time with 2014 Judges still to be set. J. Schluter and L. Park will work on getting a list together for the membership to vote on.
NCIWC Rescue Committee/Funding: Apologies from Lynne Rosebrock who
was not able to be present. Robin Burchett had a written report from Lynne with
recommendations on how to proceed with setting up a Club rescue policy. The
report will be published in the next Bugle along with ways for Club Members
to assist with rescue. Lynne is stepping down as Rescue Chair, and Alan and
Jane Schluter have volunteered to take over that position. Discussion of ways
to fundraise for rescue included a donation per puppy sold (recommended by
Lynne R.), a Fun Run, Grooming Classes, etc. Input from all Club Members is
welcome, and needed. Please contact the Schluters at Folkloire@frontiernet.net
or use the mail-in form which Robin will provide in the next Bugle.
Appoint Legislation and Historian Chairperson: Resolved, see Committee
Reports.
Club Records: Carol Jones will continue to handle the organization of the Club
Records and Archives. The archives and original Club documents will remain
in the Club Trailer which is in the possession of the Thompsons, and where they
have been kept for several years. Lori Finucane mentioned that each of the
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Board members should have a copy of the Club Pink Book which lists in detail
the duties of each Board member and has a schedule of when necessary duties
must be performed. Incoming Sect. Lynne Park will make sure that each officer
has a copy of the Pink Book.
NCIWC Website: Resolved, see Committee Reports.
Specialty Beg Letter: Mary Sharkey and Lynne Park will work on the Beg Letter. There will be no separate Raffle Beg Letter this year. Raffle Chair Lynne
Park reports that there will be limited space to set up the Raffle and we already
have quite a few items, however anyone wishing to donate an item is very welcome to do so and they will be listed as a Donor in the Spec. catalog.
Membership Application Form Changes: Jane Schluter proposes that we update/change the application to remove items that do not apply to new members.
The application should be simplified, and many of the items mentioned do not
pertain to current Club activities and should be omitted. New Members Juliet
Primeau and Sam Bignault have volunteered to analyze the application form and
make recommendations regarding the changes that should be made.
Special Agenda Items: The membership of the NCIWC presented Terry and
Robin Burchett with a Certificate of Honorary Membership in the NCIWC in
appreciation of their many years of hard work and dedication to the Club.
Happy 70th Birthday to Mike Walsh!
Many Thanks to the retiring Board members and Officers for all your hard work.
Next Meeting: Saturday, September 17th at Vallejo after the wolfhound judging.
Time TBA.
BRAGS! BRAGS! BRAGS!
Adjourned : 3:36 pm M/S J.Schluter/J.Giles passed
Respectfully Submitted –
Lynne Park, Secretary
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Membership Page
NEW MEMBERS READ IN JUNE 25, 2011
Sandra Bignault
21 C Orinda Way, #265
Orinda, CA 94563
s_bignault_racing@hotmail.com
Dogs: Speck, Boo & Jazzy
Sponsors: Megan Thompson & Jackie Barnett
Lon & Lynn Records
1542 Amberwood
Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714) 544-6151
Lerecords@sbcglobal.net
Dogs: Riley, Molly & Sadie
Sponsors: Kay & John Paz & Lois Thomasson
NEW EMAILS:
Karen Corriea darioiw@gmail.com
Cathy Lursen & Ed Powers questiw@directv.net
Jac Obermeyer Jac@ciareoiniw.com
Megan Thompson twende@me.com
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Dear Members,
In these challenging economic times it is no longer financially feasible to continue having our Specialty Show and Lure Course at the
fairgrounds in Petaluma . At the June (2010) annual meeting, the difficult but necessary decision was made to move the show to Pleasanton for 2011 - based primarily on the fact that the Petaluma grounds
alone cost $4,000.
Next year our Specialty will be held on October 22, 2011 at the
Alameda County Fairgrounds in Pleasanton for a ring rental fee of
$200.00. We will have our Specialty in an area known as The Orchard. RVs may be parked on the grass near the Specialty ring for $
45.00 per day. Day of show parking will be nearby.
We are fortunate that this change in location will offer us the opportunity to attend two all-breed shows the two days before (Thursday and
Friday) and the two days after (Sunday and Monday) our Specialty
all on the same grounds and in the same ring. There will not be an
all-breed show on the day of our Specialty, only other Specialties.
Obedience, Rally and Lure Course events will still be offered as part
of our show.
It is important that members help to make our club events a success.
Please join us in continuing to sponsor a successful Specialty.
  

Respectfully,
The NCIWC Board
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Editor’s Note:
The following subscriptions are packed with current helpful
information on dog health, nutrition and training. To Subscribe:
Dog Watch
(800)829-5574
Dogwatchnewsletter.com
The Whole Dog Journal
(800) 829-9165
Whole-dog-journal.com/cs
Your Dog
(800) 829-5116

Customer_service@yourdogmagazine.info

If anyone would like a current club membership list,
please let Robin Burchett know. The list can be
sent by snail mail, or email (excel).
Robin can be reached at (925) 689-9765 or
				
tory_iw@att.net
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NCIWC WANT ADS
Ken & Carol Gabriel need interested folks to help work on
getting NCIWC approved to sponsor LGRA (Large Gazehound
Racing Association) races.
Please contact Carol Or Ken at
KGabriel38comcast.net (707) 794-8998
NCIWC needs a chairman for the 2012 Specialty. Please contact a board member.
NCIWC needs a new representative (responsible person) to
schedule and run the Open Field Trials.
Pleease contact Chris Thompson for further information
truebrit@napanet.net
(707) 965-1531
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		MARK
		

YOUR CALENDAR

			

Invites you to our Specialty Show
Conformation Judge: Mr. John Lewington,
Greycroft Irish Wolfhounds
Sweepstakes Judge: Ms. Amy Benjamin,
Aeriedogs Irish Wolfhounds
Rally & Obedience Judge: Mrs. Carolyn Wray
October 21 & 22, Pleasanton, California
ASFA Lure Trial – Thursday October 20 – Robertson
Park, Livermore
Please contact Mary Sharkey for more information
msharkey8@yahoo.com 415-596-3881
Our specialty catalog ads will be closing on September 1, 2011 Please contact Linda Souza if you want
to submit an ad
Limerickiw@yahoo.com
14

IMPORTANT ! ! !
NCIWC will be conducting EKG’s, auscultations (for owners) and blood draws (for IW Foundation blood bank) on
Saturday, October 22, 2011 (at a site near the Specialty
- within walking distance) The time scheduled will be
11 am thru 3 pm. The cost is $50.. per dog for the EKG
and the blood draw is paid by the foundation. The above
tests will be performed by
Dr. Justin Williams (veterinary cardiologist)

PLEASE let Robin Burchett know if you will be having the above tests done - we have to have a minimum
number of IW’s to make it feasible for Dr. Williams to
come.
Robin Burchett
(925) 689-9765
tory_iw@att.net
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OUT OF AFRICA
The Irish Wolfhound has had his admirers through the
years, and .although he is not as warlike today as his ancestors,
he is none the less a courageous and intelligent animal, ready
to defend his owner’s life and property. Many of those living
with this breed have interesting tales to tell and one such owner
was Mary Beynon of the well known Bournstream Kennels. Mrs.
Beynon acquired her first Irish Wolfhound in 1897 while in India,
from Col. Ley, a friend of Captain Graham. During the early part
of the last century Mrs. Beynon moved to Kenya Colony in Africa
with her hounds and their adventures were related in the 1925
English Association Annual, at which time she wrote: “I have
always found them to be a strain of proved courage and endurance, very faithful and trustworthy with children, and at their best
when treated as house dogs. They are not rough or clumsy, and
will quickly learn to see off any tramp. There has lately been a
great increase in the popularity of this breed, and those of us
who love this hound must naturally be pleased, having owned
these magnificent hounds for so long I am frankly delighted to
think their character is getting better known and more appreciated, and I sincerely hope the breed will continue to improve in
popularity, number and quality.
“I enclose a photo of the three puppies (born in Africa)
that saved my life from lions while in Kenya Colony, where I
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took Bournstream Faugh-a-Ballagh and Bournstream Biddy in
1920. I almost walked into a lion, lioness and two cubs on a
newly killed stag, and they were not pleased. I called out ‘Tally
Ho’ to the hounds, a cry I only used when I viewed game, and
they knew it well, and Bournstream Buller, Bournstream Simba
(called Tiger by us), and Terry were away hunting in some
bushes. Tiger heard me first, came into view, and hesitated for
a moment, when up went the lion’s tail and I though I was to be
the dessert. I called Tally Ho again, and out came Buller. He in
a flash gave one roar of fury and galloped at the lion, and Terry
and Tiger then joined in, the lion never waited. The hounds followed the lion across the bit of open into some bushes. the lion-

ess crouched down, evidently in doubt. and I walked on. It was
8:00 a.m .. Christmas
day, 1923.”
Mrs. Beynon
goes on to relate
stories of hunting, and
concludes with the
wonderful scenting
ability of the breed:
“While in Kenya, about
six months after the
puppies, Buller, Tiger
and Terry, had distemper, and it was a hot
day, we shut Tiger in
Colonel Durand’s room, as he was going out into some very
dense bush to cut a new road through it, a part of the country
none of the hounds had ever been to before. Tiger escaped
an hour later, around noon. When the sun was really hot, this
hound found Col. Durand, whom he is devoted to, about two
miles away in dense bush. Col. Durand heard some animal
coming at a gallop, and got his rifle ready, expecting to be
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charged by a furious rhino, at least, as we have several about
that part of our property, and got his rifle ready, expecting to be
charged by a furious rhino, at least, as we have several about
that part of our property, and as we have several about that
part of our property, and then he saw Tiger following his line.”
She goes on in regard to the Irish Wolfhound’s excellent capacity to hunt by its nose as well as sight: “Grim picked up the line
of a wounded impala in a ploughed field, and took the line at a
gallop over the open. I was on my horse, and followed the old
hound, at a good pace too, he put the buck up in some thick
bush, and Col. Durand was able to shoot the poor beast. She
concludes by listing what she considers the Irish Wolfhounds
chief attributes:
“Excellent guard, especially at night, very brave in defense of
their friends, not quarrelsome with other dogs, very devoted to
and fond of children, and hunts by nose as well as sight.”
Bearning out the old motto “Gentle when stroked,
fierce when provoked.”

			Lois Thomasson
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In the absence of language
The eyes, mouth, ears and tail speak for them
You had a wretched day at work. You lost an important client, and
your boss read you the riot act. Your 45-minute commute took two hours.
As you walk in your front door, your dog slinks up to greet you, his body
language indicating he’s guilty of a major transgression.
“Great,” you think. “What’s he done now?” You march to the kitchen,
expecting to find garbage strewn about the floor. Hmm ... nothing! You
stride to the den - your dog s favorite place to eliminate when he break
housetraining. Nothing! By the time you inspect the entire house and
find nothing out of place you’re confused and bemused, your stress forgotten as you puzzle your dog’s odd behavior. Why was he acting guilty
if he hadn’t done anything?
A common mistake
The answer is simple: He wasn’t acting guilty. In fact, you’ve been
misinterpreting his “guilty” behavior for year . He was reading your body
language, recognizing you were angry and offering appeasement signals
- trying to divert your intense emotion so you wouldn’t direct your anger
toward him. It’s a common mistake because, let’s face it, many humans
aren’t adept at reading and understanding canine body language.
Dogs may not excel at verbal communication, bur they talk to us (and each
other) all the time with their various body parts. Most notably, they use
their eyes, mouth, ears, face, tail, feet and posture. That about covers the
entire dog, doesn’t it? In some cases, body language that can be interpreted
as indicating one of two opposite emotions - appeasement or aggression,
for example - can be difficult to decipher, especially in a strange dog. Consider the context when determining meaning in these instances:
Direct eye contact equals an assertive statement
There is a wealth of meaning in a dog’s eye contact - or lack thereof. In
the canine world, direct eye contact is an assertive statement. Depending
on the intensity of the look and body posture, it can mean anything from,
“Hey, I really like you. Let’s play!” or, “I’m relaxed and I like and trust
you,” to, “Take one more step toward me and I will bite you!”
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Intensity of eye contact, whether it is a “soft” gaze (safe) or a “hard”
stare (cautiorr), helps·tell you the meaning. The dog who half-closes his
eyes when you greet him, giving him a squinty appearance, is communicating deference or appeasement. Depending on what the rest of the body
is doing, he’s not threatening or challenging you.
Note the “depending on what the rest of the body is doing” caveat. All canine body language must be taken in context - one body part alone doesn’t
give you enough information to fully understanding what your dog is com
municating.
Lack of eye contact, sometimes called a “look-away,” also gives you
important information. Often misread by humans as part of the guilty
expression, looking away is an appeasement or deference signal. It’s often in response to what he perceives as your intense or threatening body
language. For a dog with a very soft personality, any eye contact can elicit
a look-away or other deference signal. If you persist in giving unwanted
attention to a dog offering appeasement signals to make you go away, he
may attempt to bite you defensively.
The mouth can reveal tension or relaxation
The mouth is a good indicator of whether a dog is tense or relaxed. An
open mouth with slow, regular panting is a sign of relaxation. Fast pant
ing indicates a high respiration rate, caused by exercise or stress. When a
dog slowly closes his mouth and becomes very still, doing what’s called a
freeze, it’s often the final warning signal before a bite. It’s easy to miss if
you’re not looking, which is one reason so many people say their dog “bit
without warning.” He did warn. They just didn’t see or recognize it.
Most people understand what a dog is saying when he shows his teeth in
a “Back off, Buster!” snarl. But they often confuse a snarling dog with
one who smiles -lifting his lips to show his teeth in a submissive grin,
rather than a warning show of aggression. Once again, context helps to
determine the difference. If you see tension and signs of aggression in the
rest of his body language, the dog is telling you to go away. If the rest of
the signs indicate appeasement or deference, it’s likely a smile, not a snarl.
The submissive grin is often accompanied by “squinty eyes,” the snarl by
“hard eyes.”
Licking can be another sign of stress, appeasement or deference. Some
dogs will lick themselves excessively when stressed. In less extreme cases, they may lick themselves as a displacement behavior if they can’t do
something more appropriate to relieve the stress. Less obvious is lip-
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licking, another stress signal. Licking you, especially your face, is often
offered as an appeasement or deference behavior, quite possibly a carryover from the dog’s genetic heritage, when puppies of wild dogs would
lick the face of parents when they came home from hunting to induce them
to regurgitate food.
Significantly more subtle is the action of the commissure - the scientific
word for the corners of the dog’s mouth. If the commissure is pulled back
tightly, making a “V,” it indicates fear (defensive aggression possible) or
appeasement. If the commissure is pulled forward into a “c” shape, it indicates offensive aggression.
The ears: easy to read if you know the code
A dog’s ears are like semaphore flags that are easy to read once you
know the code. Remember to consider ear position in context with the rest
of the dog’s signals:
• Pricked hard forward: aroused, very alert; possible aggression, depending on context
• Pricked forward: alert
• Forward but relaxed: aware
• Pulled slightly back: relaxed, slightly concerned or appeasing/ deferent, depending on context
• Pulled tightly back: fearful, very appeasing/deferent, depending on
context
Of course, some ears are harder to read than others. The movement of
pendulous, heavy, drooping ears (bloodhound, cocker spaniel) may not be
as obvious as the erect pricked ears of a German shepherd dog, but they
do move, all the same.
Watch worry lines for signs of stress
Of course, mouth, eyes and ears are part of the face, but in addition to
those, worry lines on a dog’s face are a good indicator of stress. A calm
dog’s face looks relaxed and soft; a worried or aroused dog’s face shows
tension - you can see stress lines around the eyes and on the sides of the
muzzle.
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Again, this can be more difficult to see on dogs like bloodhounds,
English bulldogs and shar-peis, who have naturally loose skin that ca uses
permanent face wrinkles. Even with those breeds, if you know how the
face looks when the dog is relaxed, you can see the tension when he’s
stressed.
The wagging tail speaks volumes
The tail is the loudspeaker of your dog’s emotions - and one of the most
misunderstood canine communicators. For starters, a wagging tail does
not necessarily mean a happy dog. It all depends on the characteristics of
the wag and, as always, what the rest of the dog’s body is saying.
Everyone knows that a dog whose tail is tucked tightly between his legs is
very frightened and/or unhappy. But the tail is much more expressive than
that. Here’s the rest of the story:
• Low tail, wagging quickly: appeasing, fearful, uncertain - use caution!
• Low tail, wagging slowly: somewhat relaxed but still a little uncertain/
appeasing - use caution!
• Tail at half mast, wagging slowly: relaxed, comfortable .
• Tail at half mast, wagging quickly: happy, excited.
• Tail wagging in circles: very happy and excited
• Tail straight up, moving slowly: controlled tension - use caution!
• Tail straight up, moving quickly: aroused tension - use caution!
Keep in mind that some dogs - Akitas, Pomeranians, huskies - naturally
carry their tails high. It’s best to gauge their tail-wagging accordingly. Then
there are those unfortunate dogs whose tails are docked. The importance
of tail-communication among dogs was addressed by a 2007 Canadian
study that demonstrated that dogs are more likely to misread and respond
inappropriately to the body language communications of dogs whose tails
are very short.
Nervous dogs might do a little happy dance
How does a dog communicate with his feet? You might be surprised.
Have you ever noticed that sweet little dog next door who sits to greet
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you and raises one paw off the ground as he does so? He’s communicating deference. The paw lift is often accompanied by the ears pulled back
and a squinty look. A dog who is nervous may leave sweaty paw prints
visible on surfaces or shift his weight slowly back and forth on his front
feet, while one who is excited might do a happy dance with his front
paws, rapidly shifting his weight from one foot to the other. Finally, most
owners get the message very quickly when their dog wallops them with a
paw in an “I want it!” demand. These are best ignored - unless you want
to reinforce, and thereby encourage, the paw-whacking behavior.
Standing tall indicates he’s eager or aggressive
Posture adds the final nuance to the sum total of your dog’s communica
tions. If he’s standing tall and forward, head up and leaning forward a little
or a lot when you see him from the side, he’s confident, eager, excited or
possibly offensively aggressive. A low body posture, leaning back a little
or a lot, with a lowered head is indicative of appeasement and/or fear. A
relaxed position suggests calm neutrality.
With this body language information in hand, take time to sit and watch
your dog. Observe him when he interacts with you, family, friends and
strangers. Watch him when he meets other dogs. Remember to look at
the whole of his communication, not just individual body parts. Compare
what you see and what you now know with your previously held beliefs.
You may be amazed by how much your dog can communicate without uttering a word - and by how well you can learn to understand him.

Pat Miller, past president of the Association of Pet Dog Trainers, is a behavior
consultant and trainer who uses positive methods at her Peaceable Paws Center in
Fairplay, Md.

Your Dog Magazine, June 2011
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MINIMAL VACCINE USE
W. Jean Dodds, DVM
HEMOPET
938 Stanford Street
Santa Monica, CA 90403
310-828-4804
Fax: 310/ 453-5240 ** Please Note -- NEW FAX # for Home Office
e-mail: hemopet@hotmail.com
Note: The following vaccine protocol is offered for those dogs where
minimal vaccinations are advisable or desirable. The schedule is one
I recommend and should not interpreted to mean that other protocols
recommended by a veterinarian would be less satisfactory. It’s a matter of professional judgment and choice.

Age of Pups
9 - 10 weeks

Vaccine Type

14 weeks

Distemper + Parvovirus, MLV
(e.g. Intervet Progard Puppy DPV)
Same as above

16 -18 weeks (optional)

Same as above (optional)

20 weeks or older,
if allowable by law

Rabies

1 year

Distemper + Parvovirus, MLV

1 year

Rabies, killed 3-year product
(give 3-4 weeks apart from
distemper/parvovirus booster)

Perform vaccine antibody titers for distemper and parvovirus every
three years thereafter, or more often, if desired. Vaccinate for rabies
virus according to the law, except where circumstances indicate that
a written waiver needs to be obtained from the primary care veterinarian. In that case, a rabies antibody titer can also be performed to
accompany the waiver request. See www rabieschallengefund.org
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Wolfhound Games

                                                                                   
Mine have always enjoyed gardening games and older ones have taught new
puppies their personal favorites. Now, we’re on the 4th generation of Hide the
Peony, Kill All Squashes, Strawberry Harvest (a timed event) and Clematis Tug
of War.
YMMV. Aly
Let see, Wolfhound games....
Finn’s favorite game is ‘wake the human’, wet sloppy kisses at 4 am. Another
is is ‘space invaders’ where he lies in the middle of the room taking up all floor
space. Bonus points if you do this just as someone is walking through carrying
something heavy and bulky.Then there is Wolfhound ‘tag’, where you run up
behind someone all stealthy, shove your nose into their crotch from behind, and
run off before they can tag (swat) you.
‘Hide and seek’ is fun. this is where the Wolfhound take objects they think are
valuable (socks, shoes, that bread roll off the table) and hide them so they can
chew on them later when you aren’t there. Super bonus points if you leave that
roll under the couch until it turns green and fuzzy.’Fetch’ This is where the human throws a ball, and the Wolfhound chases it, catches it, throws it in the air,
runs circles around it, flips it with their paws, and chews on it. Negative points if
they actually bring it back to the human.
Susan M
<LOL> Our lab and IW played “fetch” together. The lab “fetched” the ball and
the IW “fetched” the lab. Brought him back by the head or neck.
Ellen in OH
When I first moved here 20 yrs ago there was a garden out back. I was thrilled.
Lots of tomatoes. I would go out every morning to see if there were any ready
to be picked. I’d see one that would need one more day. The next morning I’d
go out and it would be gone. Did that for some time until one day I was at the
kitchen window and happened to look out and there was Siadhal (one of my
“original boys”) with a tomato right between his legs happily eating away - mystery solved. <LOL>
Molly, Malachi, Thistle, Enara and
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AT THE DOG SHOWS

Shasta Kennel Club
Judge: Mr Everett Mincey		

June 4, 2011
1 Bitch Special

BOB		
Ch Horizons Piper Of Limerick - Jenny Clark
		
& Linda Souza
			
**** Hound Group Two ****
Shasta Kennel Club
Judge: Mr Charles Trotter
BOB		
		

Ch Bailebrae High Wide N Handsome - Maria
Theresa Grotano & William Barry

Lake County Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs Eva Berg 		
					
WD/BOW
		
RWD		
		
WB		
		
RWB		
BOB		
		
BOS		
		
SELECT DOG
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June 5, 2011
1 Dog Special

June 9, 2011
7 Dogs / 10 Bitches /
4 Dogs & 1 Bitch Sp

Kerryarc Gobstopper - Carson Collier, Mandy
& Chandler Tyler
Limerick Frosty The Showman - Linda Souza &
Jamie Souza-Bartlett
Gabriels Highgate Molly - Carol Gabriel
& Christina Strelova
Quest Voodoo Dolly - Ed Powers & Cathy Lursen
Ch Quest Deal With The Devil - Ed Powers
& Cathy Lursen
Ch Cabells Gabriela Of Folkloire - Alan & Jane
Schluter
Ch Carroy Dermot McDuncan - Lynne & Dick
Rosebrock

Lake County Kennel Club
Judge: Mr David Miller 		
					

June 10, 2011
7 Dogs / 9 Bitches /
5 Dog Specials

WD/BOW/BOB
Limerick Frosty The Showman - Linda Souza
			
& Jamie Souza-Bartlett
				
**** Hound Group Four ****
RWD		
Cabells MacDuff Of Highgate - Lori Finucane
WB/BOS
Gentor’s Improbable Dream Of Carroy 		
Lynne Rosebrock & Eva Harris
RWB		
Quest Voodoo Dolly - Ed Powers & Cathy Lursen
SELECT DOG Ch Carroy Dermot McDuncan - Lynne & Dick
		
Rosebrock
Contra Costa County Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs Edith Hanson 		
					

June 11, 2011
11 Dogs / 12 Bitches /
8 Dogs & 2 Bitch Sp

WD		
Kerryarc Go Irish - Carson Collier, Mandy &
		Chandler Tyler
RWD		
Kerryarc Quo Vado - Mandy & Chandler Tyler &
		Carson Collier
WB/BOW/BOB
Kerryarc Visalia De Californio - Chandler, &
			
Mandy Tyler & Carson Collier
RWB		
Quest Voodoo Dolly - Ed Powers & Cathy Lursen
BOS		
Ch Quest Deal With The Devil - Ed Powers
		
& Cathy Lursen
SELECT DOG Ch Carroy Dermot McDuncan - Lynne & Dick
		
Rosebrock
SELECT BITCH Ch Cabells Gabriela Of Folkloire - Alan & Jane
		
Schluter
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Contra Costa County Kennel Club
Judge: Dr Richard Meen 		
					

June 12, 2011
7 Dogs / 11 Bitches /
7Dogs & 2 Bitch Sp

WD/BOW/BOB
Limerick Frosty The Showman - Linda Souza
			
& Jamie Souza-Bartlett
RWD		
Meriwether’s Sir Lancelot - Phil & Kim Morris
WB/BOS
Redwall Wildlough Of Kerryarc - Carson Collier,
		
Mandy & Chandler Tyler
RWB		
Gentor’s Dragonfly Of Zajacz - Carla Zayac
SELECT DOG Ch Bailebrae High Wide N Handsome - Maria
		
Theresa Grotano & William Barry
SELECT BITCH Ch Eirinn’s Sheenagh At Glenn Eyrie - Jim Williams
Lost Coast Kennel Club
Judge: Mr Del Richards
WD/BOW
RWD		
WB/BOS
RWB		
		
BOB		
		
SELECT DOG
		

July 1, 2011
3 Dogs / 7 Bitches / 5 Dog Sp

Meriwether’s Sir Lancelot - Phil & Kim Morris
Cabells MacDuff Of Highgate - Lori Finucaine
Cabells Phila Of Highgate - Lori Finucaine
Gabriels Highgate Molly - Carol Gabriel
& Christina Strelova
GCH Carroy Dermot McDuncan - Lynne & Dick
Rosebrock
Ch Madden Ronan Of Cu Mara, JC - Ann Gould
& Tom Birse

Lost Coast Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs Toddie Clark		
					

July 2, 2011
3 Dogs / 8 Bitches /
5 Dogs & 1 Bitch Sp

WD/BOW
Meriwether’s Sir Lancelot - Phil & Kim Morris
RWD
Eirinn’s Tryfan Of Sir Lancelot - Chris & Megan
		Thompson
WB/BOS
Gabriels Highgate Molly - Carol Gabriel
		
& Christina Strelova
RWB
Gabriel’s Lil O’Tintern - Jackie & Gary Barnett
BOB		
Ch Madden Ronan Of Cu Mara, JC - Ann Gould
		
& Tom Birse
SELECT DOG GCH Carroy Dermot McDuncan - Lynne & Dick
		
Rosebrock
SELECT BITCH   Ch Eirinn’s Sheenagh At Glen Eyrie 		
Jim Williams
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Lost Coast Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs Donnelle Richards
					

July 3, 2011
3 Dogs / 7 Bitches /
5 Dogs & 1 Bitch Sp

WD/BOW
Meriwether’s Sir Lancelot - Phil & Kim Morris
			
*** New Champiom ***
RWD		
Cabells MacDuff Of Highgate - Lori Finucaine
WB		
Gentors Improbable Dream At Carroy - Lynne
		
Rosebrock & Eva Harris
RWB		
Cabells Phila Of Highgate - Lori Finucaine
BOB		
GCH Carroy Dermot McDuncan - Lynne & Dick
		
Rosebrock
BOS		
Ch Eirinn’s Sheenagh At Glen Eyrie 		Jim Williams
SELECT DOG Ch Madden Ronan Of Cu Mara, JC - Ann Gould
		
& Tom Birse
Del Monte Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs Janet Lobb
					

July 16, 2011
3 Dogs / 4 Bitches /
3 Dogs & 1 Bitch Sp

WD		
Fleetwind Paladin Conan - John & Kay Paz &
		Lois Thomasson
RWD		
Quest Big Time Operator - Ed Powers &
		Cathy Lursen
WB/BOW
Quest Vamp On A Rampage - Ed Powers &
		Cathy Lursen
		
****Also Best Puppy & Puppy Group One****
RWB		
Carroy Neala - Ylva Ghazal
BOB		
Ch Quest Deal With The Devil - Ed Powers &
		Cathy Lursen
BOS		
DC Quest Corsair Morgana, SC - Ed Powers &
		Cathy Lursen
SELECT DOG`Gch Flashdance Roan Inish - Angela Constable
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Del Monte Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs Janet Lobb
WD/BOW
		
RWD		
WB/BOS
		
BOB		

July 17, 2011
2 Dogs / 3 Bitches / 2 Dog Sp

Fleetwind Paladin Conan - John & Kay Paz &
Lois Thomasson
Zajaczs Caden - Ylva Ghazal & Jim Miller
Gentors Improbable Dream At Carroy - Lynne
Rosebrock & Eva Harris
Gch Flashdance Roan Inish - Angela Constable
SELECT DOG GCH Carroy Dermot McDuncan - Lynne & Dick
		
Rosebrock
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Be More Rewarding
Five ways to reward your dog when you don’t want to use treats.

Food treats are an easy and effective reward for a dog when training. But food
rewards are only one way to build strong behavior. There may be times when
you do not want to or cannot use food, and there may be times when the best
reinforcement is something other than a hot dog! Here are five great ways to
reward your dog when you don’t want to reach for the treat pouch.

1 - Play with your dog! Anyone who has trained for an active sport like agility

or flyball knows the value of using toys, games, and play in training. But toys,
games, and play don’t apply only to the sports-minded. Playing with your dog
can be a powerful relationship-building tool, as well as a potent reward. Tugging
and retrieving may be the most obvious play rewards, but playing games with
your dog is limited only by your (and your dog’s) imagination

2 - Use “life rewards.” These are things that your dog enjoys in his daily life,

such as going for a walk, running in the backyard, or splashing in a sprinkler
and they can be harnessed by using the Premack Principle. This principle says
a “low-probability behavior” (one that the dog or other subject is less likely
to perform, such as waiting calmly at the door) can be reinforced by a “higher
probability behavior” (one that the dog prefers, such as getting to race happily around the yard). For example, to strengthen your dog’s sit, ask him to sit
before giving him access to any of the things he really enjoys - running with his
pals, swimming in the pond, or cuddling next to you on the couch. This type of
reward is easy to integrate into your daily life, and can be especially helpful for
dogs who need assistance with self-control.

3 - Offer a warm word. Praise, “happy talk,” or a simple “Good dog!” may be

the most common type of reward there is! Some dogs naturally find praise re
warding, but even dogs who don’t seem to can become praise seekers if you fre
quently pair your praise with other great things. For example, if you teach your
dog to “down” with a click, followed by a treat or tug, you can add in “Good
dog!” as you deliver the treat or play the game of tug. Soon, your dog will learn
to associate that happy praise with the treat or tug, and “Good dog!” will become
its own reward.
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4 - Touch him where he likes it. Touch can be a wonderful reward for some

dogs, but it is also a tricky reward to use. Before using petting, rubs, or massage
as a reward, first consider two things: What types of touch does my dog enjoy?
And, when does he enjoy being touched? For example, your dog might enjoy
a chest scratch, but may shy away from a head pat. Long, slow strokes may
feel good and be rewarding when he is settled next to you, but irritating if he
is waiting for a run in the backyard. Pay attention to what your dog does when
you touch him; ifhe ducks away or does not engage with you, it probably is not
rewarding. If he engages, comes toward you, or asks for more, then it probably
is rewarding

5

. - Create space You can use space as a reward by increasing distance or by
removing social pressure. In the right situation, space can be very powerful
reinforcement. For example, a dog can be rewarded for an appropriate behav
ior (such as looking away) in the face of an anxiety-producing trigger (such as
a scary person) when you increase distance by moving the dog away from the
trigger. (This tactic, described as “Behavioral Adjustment Training” or BAT, is
more fully discussed in Pat Miller’s article, “When Packmates Fight,” in WDJ
April 2010.)
In your day-to-day interactions with your dog, you can also use space in
smaller or subtler ways by removing social pressure. If you are teaching your
dog to stay out of the kitchen by using gentle body blocks, for example, you can
reward your dog’s acceptance of the kitchen door boundary by simply backing
up a little bit - or removing the social pressure of the body block.
These are just some of the many ways you can reward your dog when you
don’t want to use food or treats. Remember, when you are thinking about rewards, you can consider anything your dog finds valuable - from that great smell
on the grass to that just right tickle spot behind the ears. Rewards can be found
everywhere and your options are limitless.
Mardi Richmond is a writer and dog enthusiast in Santa Cruz, California.

The Whole Dog Journal, July 2011
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NCIWC Rescue Report
Every IW deserves a forever home. Each of us, who love and care
about this breed, have a responsibility toward, not only our own dogs (as
owners) and those we produce (as breeders), but for those in need.
Every regional club has a responsibility to protect those IWs in their area
who need help.
To that end, I propose the establishment of a NCIWC Rescue Committee. This committee will have a chairman, appointed by the club
President who will act as the coordinator of rescue efforts in the NCIWC
area which should include all of Northern California and the adjacent
areas of Nevada. There will be established a line item in the NCIWC
budget for Rescue which will be used for needed medical care for rescues. The chairman of the Rescue Committee will be authorized to direct
the treasurer to spend up to $500 on spay/neuter, vaccinations, and other
needed medical care for a rescue dog. In addition, the treasurer may
use part of this fund to offset any additional expense to the club for the
annual insurance premium which may result from rescue efforts. Any
additional expenses from this fund will need Board approval.
Because no one person can do it all, the committee will be composed of
volunteers who will assist the chairman in the following areas:
1. Volunteer to visit their local shelter periodically to become
known by the shelter workers as someone who cares about IWs. Educate
them with pictures and (if possible) a live dog as to what an IW looks
like. Be prepared to go to the shelter if there is a report of an IW there
and confirm if it is, in fact, an Irish Wolfhound or a mix.
2. Volunteer to provide transportation as needed for a rescue
from a shelter to a foster home or adoptive home if help is needed.
3. Volunteer to be a foster home if interim care is needed for a
rescue pending final placement.
4. Volunteer to do home checks in your area of potential adoptees and to follow up with them after they adopt an IW to help educate

them and encourage them to become active in NCIWC.
In addition to the committee members, all of us can help in the
rescue effort by:
1. Owners may make a small donation to the rescue fund
on their dog’s birthday, when acquiring a new puppy, or just because they love Irish Wolfhounds. Educate everyone who ex
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presses an interest in your dogs about the pros and the cons of IW
ownership. They are a special breed and NOT for everyone!
2. Breeders may make a small donation to the rescue fund for
every puppy they sell. Make sure you stay in contact with your puppy
buyers and include in your sales agreement the stipulation that you will
take back any puppy you sell, at any time, for any reason. You brought
it into this world…be responsible for it for life (not just until the check
clears the bank).
Report submitted by Lynne Rosebrock
Jane & Alan Schluter are the club’s new Rescue Committee Chairmans
(530) 476-2356
Folkloire@frontiernet.net
It is VERY IMPORTANT for Jane & Alan to have a list of contacts
to make our rescue work. Please send Jane & Alan the following
information so that they can get a list of contacts made:
Name
Phone Number
Email addy
Area Where You Live (able to check shelters for impounded IW).
Please help the club AND any IW that may need help by submitting the
above.
Thank You !
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AT THE RACES

June 18, 2011 - Dixon
Open
1st & BOB – Caden Ghazal/Miller
2nd – Nuala Rosebrock
Champion
1st – Raxx – Lursen/Powers
2nd – Morgana Lursen/Powers
June 19, 2011 - Dixon
It was quite hot in Dixon, but the dogs held up well. The best runs
each day were the last ones. Generally the judges scored Nuala 2
points less than Caden on each run....until the last one and they tied.
Scores were 68/70 on the first run each day...79/77 on the last run
on Saturday and 70/70 on the last run Sunday (and it was HOT!)...
so Caden has his SC and 12 (I think) points., including 3 majors)...
Nuala has 3 legs toward her SC...should finish in Hollister.
Lynne
July 9 & 10, 2011 - Lure courses this weekend, sponsored by the
Pharaoh Hound Fanciers of Northern California. IW judge both days
was Alice Walls
The IWs competing were Caden and Nuala, both in the Open Stake
They two have run together three previous times and Caden was the
winner each time, also defeating the champions for BOB...but this
weekend it was Nuala’s turn.
Both young dogs love the game and have a lot of enthusiasm..
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Caden is bigger and stronger with a longer stride length, but Nuala
has better follow. On Saturday, Nuala was BOB by a 2 point
margin (1 point on each run). On Sunday, Nuala won the preliminary course and Caden won the final...leading to a tie. Nuala
won the run off by .1 point to garner BOB two days in a row. Both
dogs now have their SC title and Caden is almost finished with his
championship....Nuala got started this weekend with her first two
championship points.
.Lynne
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Dog Club Camping in the Arctic
(aka Lake Almanor Camping Trip 2011)
It was another epic Memorial Day weekend at Lake Almanor for a
few brave Nor Cal Irish Wolfhound Club members this year. Frank
Christian and Declan, Megan and Chris Thompson with Rafiki,
Liam, Shamrock and Triven, Mary Sharkey and Niabh and Aoifa,
Jim Williams and Sue Nelson with Molly, Sheenaugh and Sheen,
and Lori and Pat Finucane with Maggie, Fila and McDuff.
We had just about every kind of weather, most of it cold and
cloudy. Snow flurries, rain, and wind all came and went. The lake
was pretty but the fishing wasn’t great on Saturday and Sunday
due to the weather. Fortunately Frank brought his wood stove so
we had a warm spot to stand by outside. The Thompson’s and the
Williams-Nelson crews stayed at motels in Chester, a few miles
up the road, everyone else was at the campground. And Frank’s
extended family was there throughout as well, including family
friends, The Wise’s, who invited us to have our Saturday night pot
luck dinner in their beautiful and spacious travel trailer! 14 people
(no dogs allowed) in there for a delicious dinner.
There were many adventures throughout the weekend. Walks (aka
Frank’s Death March), boat rides, Jungle Dog competition and
watching “Avatar” outside. Mary and Niabh bailed early on one of
the walks on their way back to camp had an up close and personal
encounter with a mother black bear and a cub! Luckily Niabh was
on lead and Mary can walk fast and sing loudly so there was no interaction, the bears were about 50 feet away when seen. They kept
foraging and the campers went the opposite direction. Ah, nature!
Jim Williams brought up his projector and Frank ran it through his
computer, using his mom’s generator for power and Saturday &
Sunday nights we watched the extended version of “Avatar” outside on the huge projector screen. Plenty of blankets to go around
and the wood stove helped take the edge off the cold. The neigh				
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boring campers, Jean and Don and their mixed breed dog, Abby,
from Chico came to join the group and brought us freshly popped
pop corn. We did get snowed on Saturday night during the movie
but it didn’t stick. Sunday morning there was fierce competition
in the Jungle Dog event. Our guest judge, Jean from Chico, really
enjoyed each of the hounds and even tried her hand at handling
and stacking Declan! Hard to compete against the cute factor of the
Thompson’s and Finucane’s gorgeous puppies! In the end it was
Niabh who won, based on best expression as show to the judge
through the eyes. Niabh received a lovely ribbon and baseball cap
for her big win.
Thank you to everyone for braving the weather and coming up.
Special thanks to Frank and his family for arranging everything
and providing such excellent hospitality! Hope to see you all there
next year!
Mary Sharkey
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The Jungle Dog Winner - Niabh Sharkey

Warning: Lyme Disease
During warm weather, you can protect your dog from tick
bites by spraying it with an insect repellent containing permethrin, or by making sure it is wearing a tick collar when
outdoors. In addition, you should brush the animal’s coat
thoroughly and look closely for ticks when it comes back
inside. The sooner an infected tick is observed and removed
the better, since it cannot transmit the Lyme disease pathogen until it has been feeding on its host’s blood for at least
24 hours.
To the casual observer, a recently hatched, unfed tick will
resemble a brown scab about two millimeters in diameter.
When it is engorged with blood, it becomes visibly swollen
and purplish. Once spotted, a tick should be removed immediately - and totally, if possible - by reaching below its body
with a finetipped forceps or tweezers, grabbing it by its head,
and gently pulling it out. Since a female may be carrying
eggs, it is advisable to drop the tick into a bottle of alcohol
and seal the bottle tightly.
If it is not be possible to remove the entire tick, apply
an antibiotic ointment to the site and take your dog to the
veterinarian for examination. You might also want to take
the bottled tick remains along in case the veterinarian wants
to identify it.

Dog Watch, July 2011
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Irish Guard at the St. Patrick’s Cathedral in Ireland
Thanks to Jim Williams for photos . .
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Dog Heatstroke Survival Guide
Know how to treat and prevent this dangerous condition.
Robert Newman
What is heatstroke?
In simple terms, heatstroke occurs when a dog loses its natural ability
to regulate its body temperature. Dogs don’t sweat all over their bodies the way humans do. Canine body temperature is primarily regulated
through respiration (i.e., panting). If a dog’s respiratory tract cannot
evacuate heat quickly enough, heatstroke can occur.
To know whether or not your dog is suffering from heatstroke (as
opposed to merely heat exposure), it’s important to know the signs of
heatstroke.
A dog’s normal resting temperature is about 100.5 to 102.5 degrees
Fahrenheit. Once a dog’s temperature rises above 105 degrees, physiological changes start to take place, and the dog begins to experience
the effects of heatstroke. At 106 to 108 degrees, the dog begins to suffer
irreversible damage to the kidneys, liver, gastrointestinal tract, heart and
brain.
If a dog is experiencing heatstroke, you may observe excessive panting; hyperventilation; increased salivation; dry gums that become pale,
grayish and tacky; rapid or erratic pulse; weakness; confusion; inattention; vomiting; diarrhea; and possible rectal bleeding. If the dog continues to overheat, breathing efforts become slowed or absent, and finally,
seizures or coma can occur.
The amount of damage a dog sustains when stricken with heatstroke
depends on the magnitude and duration of the exposure. The longer and
more severe the exposure, the worse the damage will be.
What to do
1. Pay attention to your dog. Recognizing the symptoms of heatstroke
and responding quickly is essential for the best possible outcome.
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2. Get into the shade. If you think your dog is suffering from heatstroke,
move it into a shaded area and out of direct sunlight. Apply cool water to
the inner thighs and stomach of the dog, where there’s a higher concentration of relatively superficial, large blood vessels. Apply cool water to
the foot pads, as well.
3. Use running water. A faucet or hose is the best way to wet down
yourdog’s body. Never submerge your dog in water, such as in a pool or
tub - this could cool the dog too rapidly, leading to further complications,
including cardiac arrest and bloating.
4. Use cool - not cold - water. Many people make the mistake of using
cold water or ice to cool the dog. When faced with a dog suffering from
heatstroke, remember that the goal is to cool the dog. Using ice or extremely cold water is actually counterproductive to this process because
ice and cold water cause the blood vessels to constrict, which slows
blood flow, thus slowing the cooling process.
5. Don’t cover the dog. One of the keys to successfully cooling your dog
is ensuring the water being placed on the dog can evaporate. Never cover
an overheated dog with a wet towel or blanket. This inhibits evaporation and creates a sauna effect around your dog’s body. Likewise, don’t
wet the dog down and put it into an enclosed area, such as a kennel. Any
air flow during the cooling process is helpful in reducing the dog’s body
temperature. Sitting with the wet dog in a running car with the air conditioner blowing is an ideal cooling situation.
6. Keep the dog moving. It’s important to try to encourage your dog to
stand or walk slowly as it cools down. This is because the circulating
blood tends to pool in certain areas if the dog is lying down, thus preventing the cooled blood from circulating back to the core.
7. Allow the dog to drink small amounts of water. Cooling the dog is the
first priority. Hydration is the next. Don’t allow the dog to gulp water.
Instead, offer small amounts of water that’s cool, but not cold. If the dog
drinks too much water too rapidly, it could lead to vomiting or bloat.
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8. Avoid giving human performance drinks. Performance beverages designed for humans are not recommended because they are not formulated
with the canine’s physiology in mind. If you can’t get an overheated dog
to drink water, try offering chicken- or beef-based broths.
See a veterinarian
Once your dog’s temperature begins to drop, cease the cooling efforts
and bring the dog to a veterinarian as soon as possible. Your dog’s temperature should be allowed to slowly return to normal once cooling has
begun. A dog that’s cooled too quickly may become hypothermic.
Even if your dog appears to be fully recovered, the veterinarian needs
to check to determine if the heatstroke caused any damage to your dog’s
kidneys and liver. The effects of heatstroke can continue for 48 to 72
hours longer, even if your dog appears normal.
William Grant, DVM, a veterinarian for 20 years and former president
of the Southern California Veterinary Medical Association, has treated
hundreds of cases of heatstroke, ranging from mild to fatal.
According to Grant, the most common cause of death following heatstroke is disseminated intravascular coagulopathy (blood coagulating
throughout the body), or DIC, which can occur hours or days after the
heatstroke episode.
DIC can also be caused by pyometra or septicemia, but Grant says
heatstroke is the most common cause. “Once a dog develops DIC, it may
bleed in the thorax, abdomen, nose and intestine,” Grant says. “Once the
blood-clotting factors are consumed, there is an inability of the blood
vessels to prevent
leaking; the condition is almost always fatal.” For this reason, follow-up
veterinary care is essential following a heatstroke episode, even if your
dog seems to be completely fine.
Prevention is the best medicine
.
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The best treatment for heatstroke is prevention. Especially during the
summer months, it’s essential to be aware of the potential for heatstroke.
Knowing the signs of heatstroke, and taking the necessary steps to prevent it, will ensure your dog can have a safe and active life year-round.

.

DISASTER EMERGENCY KIT FOR YOUR PET
•

Food, portable water, bowls and a can opener.

•

Crate or carrier for transporting your pet, with a
blanket and toy.

•

Any medication and medical records (including vaccinations).

•

Current photo of your pet in case he gets lost.

•

Information on feeding schedules, medical or behavioral problems in case you need to board your
pet.

•

Current 1D tag with your phone number and the
name/number of your pet’s veterinarian.

•

Copy of license (if required).

•

Muzzle (if required).

Dog Watch, July 2011
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TERRY BURCHETT ALL-BREED LURE COURSE
             and Lost Coast All-Breed Shows
OMG !!! The Lure Course gets more popular every year. ALL
breeds go insane! I hate to use the word insane but, if you
were there and could hear the excited barking as dogs wait
their turn, you would agree! As always, we have our own
Speedy Bentley Giles burning a trail along the course.   We
had an entry of 17 Wolfhounds in Conformation (Majors all 3
days). We also were represented in Rally with Kiera Strelova
earning 2 legs in Rally Advanced Excellent. (Rally classes
were only offered 2 days).
Our get togethers were
awesome. Delicious
BBQ’s with Chef’s Ken
G. and Jim W. cooking, and wonderful side
dishes provided by all
attending including the
biggest fruit salad I have
even seen
made by Anne G.
Everything tasted so
incredibly wonderful.

So much fun and camaraderie. It was great to be joined by
some Oregonians. When we
sang “Happy Anniversary” to
Chris and Megan, the Wolfhounds
joined in with some terrific howling. Megan said the Hounds
sounded better than we did and, I
must say, I agree.
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Just look at New Champ, Lance, with his head held high.  
There’s Angela being hugged by one of her sweet boys and
Terry getting a well-deserved massage from his buddy, Chris.
What a super group of folks. Jim and Sue brought a projector and, using the side of our trailer as a screen, we were able
to “visit” Ireland. Just doesn’t get any better than this. What a
terrific weekend !!! I’m sure we’ll all be there again next year.
Carol G.
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10 easy steps to successful vet visits
Owners pay for a veterinarian’s expertise and shouldn’t
hesitate to ask questions
Whether you’re taking your dog to the veterinarian for a routine
checkup or treatment of a chronic health problem, you want to get
the most from the appointment. Follow these 10 simple steps and
you’re on your way to a successful visit:
1 - Be aware of your dog’s normal behavior. “A veterinarian will ask
about subtle changes in a dog’s behavior,” says John Berg, DVM, at
Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine at Tufts University. “Cats
can hide illness very well, but when dogs have a health problem, it
tends to be more obvious.”
2 - Be prepared to explain your concerns, but let the veterinarian
take the lead in asking questions to focus on the current problem.
3 - While many Internet resources, such as those from veterinary
schools and the American Animal Hospital Association, may be reliable, others -like a dog owner’s personal blog may not. “The problem
with the Internet is that much of the information found on it is not particularly good, so owners shouldn’t go into an appointment expecting
that their veterinarian is necessarily going to recommend something
they found online,” Dr. Berg says.
4 - If possible, begin acclimating your dog to vet visits from puppyhood by scheduling regular wellness checks and physical exams.
Also, ask the clinic if you can stop by for informal, non-medical visits
so he can become comfortable with the staff and surroundings.
5 - Always take your dog for a brisk walk around the hospital
grounds before appointments so he can relieve himself and release
pent-up energy.
6 - Take notes during the exam and ask for clarification on any
points you don’t understand.
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7 - If your dog is ill, be patient. It may take some time to reach a diagnosis. There is often a degree of uncertainty in medicine. “It might
take two to three days of testing to reach the proper diagnosis,” says
Dr. Berg.
8 - Ask for advice to help you put the problem in perspective. “Sometimes owners aren’t sure if their dog’s problem
is something they should worry about,” Dr. Berg says. “It’s
perfectly acceptable to ask a veterinarian, ‘Is this serious?’
or, ‘Is this a problem I should be worried about?’ Owners are
paying for information - for a veterinarian’s expertise and
knowledge - so they should feel very comfortable asking
questions.”
9 - If owners aren’t satisfied with a diagnosis, they should
seek a second opinion. “A good veterinarian will not be offended by an owner asking whether a second opinion or a
referral to a specialist might be appropriate,” says Dr. Berg.
10 - Don’t hesitate to discuss treatment costs and options. “Some people feel guilty if they consider finances
when determining a course of treatment for their dog,”
says Dr. Berg. “For the most part, vets tend to be very
good at factoring in finances. Most won’t recommend only
the most expensive procedure - they will offer options. As
long as an owner understands the potential downside of a
less expensive option, it’s OK to make decisions that are
partly financially driven. “
The bottom line is that while veterinarians’ primary focus is always
the animal, most are sympathetic to owners’ concerns. Be clear about
your questions and expectations and you can work as a team.
While veterinarians almost always take medical histories, perform exams and administer treatment, in some instances veterinary technicians
can perform routine procedures as well as - or better than - veterinarians.
You shouldn’t be concerned if a technician performs a procedure on your
dog.
“Vet techs do blood draws, insert IV catheters and clean teeth on a
regular basis, so they are extremely adept at these procedures,” says
John Berg, DVM, at Cummings School. “Technicians, in many instances,
are better at these procedures than the veterinarian”.
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NCIWC Boutique Now Offers

Dogma Pet Beds
Manufactured by the

St. Vincent de Paul

Society of Lane County, Inc
Dogma Pet Beds are eco-friendly and ideal for dogs and cats of all
sizes. Your dog or cat deserves a really good bed!
The beds are pet-sized real mattresses made from recycled mattress materials andstuffed with EcoFiber (soft batts of recycled cotton). All materials are diverted from the waste stream, conserving
space in landfills.

Round with Cover			
Small
$25
Medium
$35
Large
$40

Dimensions		
Weight
20”diameter,3”thick 2 lbs
30”diameter,5”thick 6 lbs
40”diameter,5”thick 10 lbs

Square/Rectangle with Cover
Small(Square)
$25
20”x 20”		
Medium(Square) $35
30”x 30”		
Large (Rectangle) $40
42”x 32”		
ReplacementCovers
Small 			
$ 9
Medium 		
$ 9
Large 			
$12
52

To order, please call Megan Thompson
(415) 640-8297 or email twende@me.com.

2 lbs
7 lbs
12 lbs

All-Season II Jacket
Our new All-Season II Jacket is fully waterproof and critically
seam sealed. Colorblock panels at the sides and sleeves
give this jacket year-round appeal.
100% Taslan nylon shell
100% microfleece body lining
100% nylon sleeve lining for easy on/off
3000MM waterproof rating
3000G/M2 breathability rating
Zip-off hood with drawcord
and toggles for adjustability
Zippered chest pocket
Storm flap with hook and loop
closure
Two-way zipper with zipper
garage
Interior cell phone pocket
Interior zippered pocket
Articulated elbows for greater
mobility
Port Pocket™ for easy embroidery access
Adjustable s elf-fabric tab cuffs
with hook and loop closures
Front zippered pockets
Drop tail hem with drawcord and toggles for adjustability

Available in Black/Snorkel Blue/True Navy/ Red/White  
Price: $75.00  
To place an order or to ask questions about these or any
other Boutique items, contact Megan Thompson at
(415) 640-8297 or twende@me.com
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Dog-Safe Cleaning Methods
Using simple ingredients like vinegar and baking
soda can make your house sparkle - and also safeguard your pets.
The solution you mopped your kitchen floor with certainly makes your
kitchen smell fresh and clean. But it may also transform it into a hazardous
waste site for your dog. Common household cleaners carry labels carry labels
warning of their dangers, and so most people wisely use gloves or wash their
hands after using them. Obviously, try to keep your pets from walking across
newly-cleaned floors; but some residue can remain even on dry floors.
Many popular cleansers contain phenols and alcohol, both of which are toxic
to dogs and can cause digestive upset and irritations in the mouth. Bleach, a
popular cleaning product, will cause skin irritation; when combined with ammo
nia, it forms poisonous chlorine gas. And any product containing pine oils can
cause liver damage.
Some veterinarians say they’ve never seen an example of cleanser-caused
toxicity in dogs. But we know from human studies that the effects of environmental toxins are not always immediate or obvious. Rather than risk skin
irritation or liver failure, why not use natural cleansers that are safe for both pets
and humans? And there’s no need to spend a fortune on fancy “green” products,
either. Your kitchen cupboard probably has all the cleaning power you’ll need to
keep your home sparkling.
White distilled vinegar is the champion of natural cleaning. Its high acid
level kills bacteria, germs and mold, while remaining safe enough to eat. This
makes it an ideal cleanser for any surface your dog will come into contact
with. Use a half-and-half solution of vinegar and water for counter surfaces
and straight vinegar for heavy deaning; half a cup of vinegar in a gallon of
warm water works well on non-wood floors.
Many dogs manage to drink out of toilet bowls despite their owners’ best
efforts, which means they’ll be drinking cleanser residue as well. So instead of
using harsh chemical cleaners, pour undiluted vinegar straight into the toilet
bowl and let it sit for ten minutes. Not only will the vinegar kill germs,
it will also dissolve unsightly mineral build-up and stains on the porcelain
(especially if you leave it in the toilet b.owl for a few hours or overnight).
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Baking soda is the other natural cleanser of choice. Because of its abrasive
texture, it works well for areas that need extra scrubbing, like bath tubs and
sinks. It also combines well with vinegar for cleaning with an extra punch.
Although natural cleaning products are not poisonous, they still need to be
handled properly. For example,eating more than a few tablespoons of baking
soda can cause digestive upset. Vinegar is an acid and can cause eye irritation.
It can also discolor some fabrics, so test vinegar on a seam or hidden area of
the cloth before using.
Conquering Odor.
Our sense of smell is triggered by tiny particles floating through the air. Dog
hairs on surfaces such as couches and rugs shed these tiny particles into the air,
resulting in that familiar musty dog odor. Rather than trying to cover up the
smell with potentially toxic scents and sprays, attack the problem at the source.
Try to brush your dog frequently to reduce the amount of hair it sheds. Dispose
of the dog hairs in a covered receptacle or a bag, so they don’t continue to leach
molecules into the air. Vacuuming your floors and furniture often will also help
control the odor.
Keep a towel by the door to dry your dog’s feet when it comes into the
house. Restrict wet pets to an area of the house without carpets and upholstered
furniture that readily absorb scent.- - ..
Urine Stains.
Whenever possible, clean up any urine immediately, while it’s still wet. Blot the
excess fluid, then flush the spot with a solution of one part vinegar to two parts
warm water. Blot up the excess fluid again.
Another popular cleaning solution is a combination of hydrogen peroxide
and baking soda (as with vinegar, test first to make sure there’s no discoloration
of the surface). Mix two cups of three percent hydrogen peroxide with one teaspoon of dishwashing liquid and one tablespoon of baking soda, and work into
the carpet or rub onto the dirty spot. Let it dry, then vacuum up the residue.
Cleaning becomes trickier when the urine has already dried. Bacteria will
continue to convert any remaining organic compounds into ammonia. Not only
does this smell bad, it’s also an invitation to your dog to urinate in the same spot
again. Fortunately, black light on dog urine causes it to glow, so you can use it to
identify the source of all remaining odor. The glow1s~most obvious if the room
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is very dark. Battery-operated black lights are available on-line and at most pet
stores.
Sometimes the problem is that the urine has seeped into the wood, or has
settled into air pockets in a carpet. This makes it almost impossible to clean thoroughly. In such cases, using an enzyme product that neutralizes the bacteria may
eliminate the odor. Such products are readily available from pet stores.
If your clothing has been stained with urine, pour some vinegar onto the
stain and let it sit for a few minutes before laundering as usual. (Remember to
test the vinegar to make sure it doesn’t discolor the fabric.) .

Dog Watch Magazine, June 2011
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A HELPFUL REMEDY IF YOUR DOG HAS BEEN “SKUNKED
Tomato juice has long been touted as the home remedy of choice, but
research shows that it only masks bad odors, it doesn’t eliminate them. Instead, use the formula developed by chemist Paul Krebaum, a simple solution
of everyday ingredients:

1 quart of hydrogen peroxide (use a fresh bottle; hydrogen peroxide
degrades over time) • 1/4 cup baking soda • 1 teaspoon liquid soap
The solution packs a one-two punch: the liquid soap breaks down the
oil that carries the smell-producing molecules, thus enabling the hydrogen
peroxide and baking soda to neutralize the odor.
Mix the formula right before you use it, never in advance. The foaming
that you’ll see when it’s mixed is the hydrogen peroxide breaking down into
water and oxygen. Washing your dog must be done while the formula is bubbling for it to-be effective.
Always mix the formula in an open container. In a sealed container, the
foaming causes pressure to build up; if the pressure grows too great, it can
explode.
It’s best to wear rubber gloves for the clean-up to protect your hands
from the skunk spray. And, since Krebaum’s formula can discolor some fabrics, it’s advisable to wear clothes you don’t care about staining. (You may
find that the peroxide has a bleaching effect on your dog’s hair, as well.)
And remember you’ll have to wash everything you’re wearing, including your
shoes, so wear clothes that can be put through a washing machine.
First, wipe the excess skunk spray off your dog with a paper towel or
cloth that you can throwaway afterward .•

Dog Watch Magazine, June 2011
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August

1 yr old: Oscar McKelvey (m), Ivy Robertson (f), Castle Squires
(m), Aodhan Pifer (m), Druid Guenther (m), Tryfan (m) &
Seamrog (f) Thompson, Maggie Thatcher Bracken (f) &
Kellory Sauther (f)
2 yrs old: Molly Gabriel (f) & Marni Strelova (f)
4 yrs old: Keena & Kellie Conroy (f)
7 yrs old: Pegeen Rosebrock (f) & Corc Sousa/Bartlett (m) &
Salute Obermeyer (m) in NM
8 yrs old: Halle Sousa (f), Annie Straus (f), Brolie Walsh (m),
Hale LoPresti/Boulinger (m), Lea & Hannah McDonald
10 yrs old: Halo MacDonald (f) & Grian Pearson (f)

September

4 yrs old: Lucas Gabriel (m), Lil Barnett (f), Zoey Schluter (f) , Lucy
Trifeletti & Amelie Buck (f)
5 yrs old: Grayson Souza-Bartlett
6 yrs old: Deion Burchett (m), Demonica & Mist Lursen-Powers (f’s)
10 yrs old: Whisper Temple (f), Jordan Fairbanks (f) & Mon Ami Aiken (f)

Please contact Carol Jones if you would like to see your dogs’ name on
the boofday list
RoseheartCu@comcast.net
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NCIWC Calendar
		
		
August 6 & 7, 2011
Richmond Dog Fanciers - Dixon
August 13, 2011
ASFA Regional Lure Trial - Hollister
August 14, 2011
PHFNC ASFA Lure Trial - Hollister
August 19, 20, 21, 2011 Reno Kennel Club - Reno
August 27 & 28, 2011 Mensona Kennel Club - Santa Rosa
Sept 2-5, 2011
Sept 3 & 4, 2011
Sept 9 & 10, 2011
September 17, 2011
Sept 17 & 18, 2011

NCIWC Camping - Green Island Lake
Gold Country Kennel Club - Grass Valley
Redwood Empire KC - Petaluma
NCIWC Meeting - Vallejo
Sir Francis Drake KC - Vallejo

October 8 & 9, 2011
October 15 & 16, 2011
October 20 & 21, 2011
October 20, 2011
October 21 & 22, 2011
October 23 & 24, 2011
October 29 ^ 30, 2011

Donner Trail Kennel Club - Roseville
Two Cities Kennel Club - Yuba City
Skyline Dog Fanciers - Pleasanton
NCIWC Specialty ASFA Lure Trial - Livermore
NCIWC Specialty - Pleasanton
Del Valle Dog Club - Pleasanton
Sacramento Valley Dog Fanciers - Dixon

Show & Lure Info contact Robin Burchett tory_iw@att.net (925) 689-9765
Camping Info contact Frank Christian fwc10000@gmail.com

The Hounds’ Bugle
2213 Greenbrier Street
Concord, CA 94520-1441

